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ABSTRACT
Deep learning has gained great success in various classification tasks. Typically, deep learning models
learn underlying features directly from data, and no underlying relationship between classes are
included. Similarity between classes can influence the performance of classification. In this article,
we propose a method that incorporates class similarity knowledge into convolutional neural networks
models using a graph convolution layer. We evaluate our method on two benchmark image datasets:
MNIST and CIFAR10, and analyze the results on different data and model sizes. Experimental results
show that our model can improve classification accuracy, especially when the amount of available
data is small.
Keywords Deep Learning · Prior Knowledge · Convolutional Neural Networks · Graph Convolutional Networks ·
Multi-Class Classification · Class Similarity
1 Introduction
Deep learning has been successful in various domains: computer vision [1], speech recognition [2], natural languages
processing [3], bioinformatics [4] and so on. And deep learning models have shown great performances on classification
tasks. For example, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are frequently used for image classification. CNN models
take images as inputs, and output the probabilities of images belonging to certain classes. In multiclass image
classification, Image features are extracted and learned through convolutional kernels, and eventually mapped to one
class among some other classes. Typically during this process, CNNs learn from the information contained within
the images only, and no inter-class relationships are incorporated in the learning. The performance of classifications
can greatly be impacted by the similarity between classes. For example, a cat would have a larger chance of being
misidentified as a dog, than as an airplane. By learning the similarity among classes and incorporating them in our
models, we could potentially improve classification performances.
This work attempts to incorporate class similarity information into deep learning models to improve multi-class
classification performance. Specifically, we experiment on image classification using CNNs. Our method is not task
specific, and has the potential of being applied to classification on other types of data besides images. There are some
prior works that take class similarity into consideration. Lee et al. proposed Dropmax [5], a method which randomly
drops classes adaptively, to improve the accuracy of deep learning models. During the class dropping, classes that
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are more similar to the input data have larger chances of being kept. Chen et al. [6] used word semantic similarity to
calculate the underlying structures between labels, and used a graph convolutional network (GCN) augmented classifier
to do classification. Their method needs external information to define a label graph and initiate node representations.
Using external information can have issues. For example, in many cases, labels’ word semantic similarity cannot reflect
the real similarity of the data. And to get the embeddings for classes, we need to rely on other machine learning models.
Inspired by Chen et al.’s method [6], we propose our method that does not rely on any external information, and can be
applied to much wider ranges of classification problems. Misclassification graph derived from the validation data set
can be used for class similarity, and class embeddings can be extracted from model weights. The goal of our work is
not to beat the state-of-art on the benchmark image classification dataset. Instead, we use the datasets to evaluate the
effect of our method on various data and model sizes, and analyze under which scenarios does our method work the
best. The contribution of our work is as follows.
• Our method incorporates class similarity knowledge into deep learning models to improve classification
accuracy.
• We use a novel way of defining class similarities using misclassification graphs on the validation dataset. In
our definition, similarities have directions.
• We propose a novel two-stage training model. The first stage training obtains class similarity knowledge, and
the second training stage combines the original model’s output with the convoluted class similarity graph
outputs, and improves classification performance.
• Our method does not require extra external information. Class similarity knowledge is extracted through the
dataset itself. Class and data embeddings are both obtained from trained network weights.
• We analyze the effect of adding class similarity knowledge with different model and dataset sizes.
The rest of our work is organized as follows: section II is related work. Section III introduces our method: how class
similarity knowledge is extracted and incorporated in the deep learning classification model. Section IV describes d
experiment settings and results. Section V includes conclusion and possible future directions.
2 Related Work
2.1 Classification Accuracy Improvement Methods
There are various ways of improving classification accuracy: tune model hyperparameters[7][8][9], find more data to
train the model, data augmentation[10], add more features, transfer learning[11], model ensemble[12] and so on.
Model hyperparameters play an important role in model performances. The size of the model decides how well the
model can fit the data. Learning rates need to be tuned carefully to help the model converge to a better optimum
[13]. Convolution window decides how much local information is examined at a time. And there are many more
hyperparameters that are essential to models’ performance. Deciding a good set of hyperparameters is difficult work,
and there are many research works in this area [7][8][9][14][15][16][17].
Deep learning models also rely on the abundance of data. And data augmentation, a method which manufactures data
with existing data can greatly help with model performance. Popular image augmentation methods include flipping,
translating, and rotating images. And there are novel image augmentation methods such as overlaying two images [18]
and masking part of the image [19].
Model ensemble takes advantage of multiple diverse models and combines the predictions of various models on the
task. It is a very powerful technique. In Kaggle competition, it is common to see the top results utilizing ensemble [12].
Popular model regularization technique, dropout [20], also behaves like training an ensemble of submodels.
2.2 Knowledge incorporation in classification tasks
Adding information / features could also improve model performances. Sometimes the information does not come
from the data itself, but other sources. There are various ways of incorporating prior knowledge into deep learning.
Diligenti et al. [21] used first order logic rules and translated them to constraints which are incorporated during the
backpropagation process. Towell et al. [22] proposed a hybrid training method: first translate logic rules into a neural
network and then use the neural network to train classified examples. Xu et al. [23] derived a semantic loss function
that bridges between deep learning outputs and logic constraints. Hu et al. [24] proposed a method that iteratively
distills information in logic rules into weights of neural networks. Ding et al. [25] integrated prior knowledge in indoor
object recognition problems. Color knowledge for indoor objects and object appearance frequencies are generated in
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the form of vectors and used to modify deep learning model outputs. Jiang et al. [26]incorporated semantic correlations
between objects in a scene for object detection. Stewart et al. [27] performed supervised learning to detect objects using
domain knowledge instead of data labels, this can be applied to problems where labels are scarce.
One kind of knowledge that can be incorporated is class similarity. In many works, label relations are incorporated
in deep learning models. Word taxonomy can be used to improve image object recognition[28]. Associated image
captions can improve entry-level labels of visual objects. Structured inferences can be made by incorporating label
relations. GCN augmented neural network classifiers can be used to incorporate underlying label structures.
2.3 Class Similarity
There are various ways to obtain similarity between classes. Label relations can be used to define class similarities [29],
where semantic similarity of labels can be computed. The problem is in many situations, label relations may not be able
to fully capture the similarities between the actual data. Sometimes label relations cannot represent meaningful class
similarities at all.
Class similarity knowledge does not necessarily need to come from external sources. It may be extracted from the data
itself. Arino et al.[30] proposed to use misclassification ratios of trained deep neural networks to get class similarities.
Their proposed method uses symmetrical similarity between classes.
2.4 Graph Convolutional Networks
CNNs are successful in capturing the inner patterns of Euclidean data. However, lots of data in real life scenarios
exist in the form of graphs. For example, social networks are graph based: the nodes are people and the edges are the
connections between them. Chemical molecules, atoms held together by chemical bonds, can naturally be modeled
as graphs. Analyzing their graphical structure can determine their chemical properties. In traffic networks, points of
intersections are linked together by roads, and we can predict the traffic of these intersections in future times. Images
can be thought of as a special kind of graph, where adjacent pixels are connected together forming a pixel grid. When
images are fed through a CNN model, the nearby pixels are being convoluted and local spatial information is retained.
CNNs cannot learn from graph data with more complex relations. Similarly graph convolution can be performed on
graph data, where each node can learn the weighted average of its neighbors’ information. A graph convolutional
network (GCN) [31] does the following graph convolution operation:
H(l+1) = σ(D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2H(l)W (l)) (1)
Where A˜ is the adjacency matrix with self-loops, D˜ is the node degree matrix, W is a layer-specific trainable weight
matrix and sigma is an activation function. H(l) is the output from the lth layer and H(0) is input. During graph
convolution, each node aggregates information from its neighbors.
3 Method
In deep learning multiclass classification tasks, data are mapped to one of the predefined classes. The model extracts
features from data and no inter-class relationship is considered. Prior works have shown that incorporating class
similarity knowledge can improve classification performances [5][30]. We incorporate class similarity knowledge into
deep learning models using graph convolution to improve classification accuracy.
The class similarity knowledge is extracted directly through training from data, and no additional external information is
required. Information directly learned from data should represent similarity more accurately than external ones. We train
the model on the training dataset, and obtain the misclassification graph on the validation dataset. The misclassification
graph contains information about how often one class is misclassified as another class. If data in one class is frequently
misclassified as another class, we consider that the former class is similar to the latter class.
The vector representations of classes and data are extracted from learned model weights and hidden layer outputs
respectively. Together with the class similarity graph, class and data representations are sent to a graph convolution
layer. The graph convolution adjusts the results according to class similarity knowledge, and class scores are finally
sent to softmax activation function to get the final classification results.
3.1 Represent Class Similarities Using Misclassification Graph
We use misclassification graphs to represent class similarities. If data in one class is often misclassified as another class,
we consider the two classes have high similarity. Our misclassification graph is directed, which means similarities
3
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Figure 1: A Misclassification Graph example on the MNIST Dataset.
can be directional. Class A can be very similar to Class B, but not the other way around. This directional similarity
can be observed from the misclassification information. In experiments we can observe one class being frequently
misclassified as another class, but not the reverse way.
The misclassification graph is built based on a trained model’s performance on the validation dataset. Figure 1 is an
example of a misclassification graph. A CNN model is trained on a downsampled MNIST dataset. After the model is
trained, we evaluate its performance on the validation dataset. Mistakes made on the validation dataset are recorded
and plotted as a graph. Each node represents a class in the dataset, and edges denote how frequent data from one class
are being misclassified as another class. The thicker the edge, the more misclassification between the two classes. As
shown in Figure 1, there are 10 classes in the MNIST dataset: 0 - 10. Edges between some classes are thicker, for
example: Class 8 to Class 1. This means lots of images that are actually 8’s are mistaken as 1’s. Note that edges have
directions. While 8’s are easily mistaken as 1’s, barely any 1’s are misclassified as 8’s.
3.2 Overall Model Architecture
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of our model. There are two stages of training. In Stage 1, we train an original
CNN model without the graph convolution layer. In the illustration we use a CNN model with two convolutional
layers and a fully connected layer as an example. The model is trained for enough epochs such that it has learned
the training data well. Then a misclassification graph is obtained by feeding the validation data through the model.
Data and class embeddings are also extracted from the CNN model to produce vector representations for graph nodes.
After we obtain the misclassification graph, and node representations, we can enter Stage 2 of training. In this stage, a
graph convolution layer is added after the fully connected layer. The graph convolution contains the misclassification
information. This layer takes in the latent data representation, and class embedding information and does convolution
among the classes, and outputs new data and class embeddings with aggregated neighborhood information. The new
data and class embeddings are further used to calculate class scores and finally sent to the softmax activation function to
produce final results.
The graph convolution layer takes in data and class embeddings, and outputs new vectors that contain aggregated
neighborhood information. Figure 3 shows a five-class graph convolution example. The nodes in the graph represent
individual classes. There are five nodes in this example corresponding to five classes. The edges between nodes
represent how often one class is misclassified as another class. Edges have directions. Nodes are represented using
vectors of numbers. In our case, the vectors are concatenations of data embedding and class embeddings.
Both data embedding and class embedding can be obtained from the original CNN model. Data embeddings are
obtained by getting the outputs from the layer right before Softmax classifier, as shown in Figure 4. Class embeddings
are obtained from the weights connecting the classifier and the layer before. Figure 5 shows how the class embeddings
are obtained. Notice that the data and class embeddings have the same dimensions. And in the original CNN model, the
inner products of data and class embeddings produce class sores.
Data embedding and class embedding together form the graph node vector representations.
After the node vector representations pass through the graph convolution layer, the graph convoluted outputs are further
transformed to get class scores before sent to the Softmax activation function. Vector representations for data and
classes are extracted from the original CNN model. The data embedding for data d is ~d = {d1, ...dk, ...dn}. The class
embedding for class i is ~ci = {ci1, ...cik, ...cin}. In the original CNN model, the dot product of ~d and ~ci produces the
4
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Figure 2: Overall model architecture. In Stage 1 training, mislassification graph is obtained from the the validation data.
The graph represents class similarity information and is fed into the next stage. In Stage 2 training, a graph convolution
layer is added to incorporate class similarity knowledge into the training.
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Figure 3: The graph convolutional network takes in the data embedding concatenated with class embeddings, performs
neighborhood aggregation, and outputs new node representations.
class i score of d. The vector representation for node i is the concatenation of ~d and ~ci: ~xi = {d1, ...dn, ...ci1, ...cin}.
After graph convolution, the output for node i is: ~hi = {h1, ...hn, hn+1, ...h2n}. We need to transform the outputs
from graph convolution to class scores before feeding them to softmax activation function.
We use two ways of transforming graph convoluted outputs to class scores. This will give us two variants of graph
convolution assisted model: PK-GCN-1 and PK-GCN-2. Figure 6 describes the difference between these two variants.
In PK-GCN-1, the outputs of the graph convolution layer are directly used for producing class scores. In PK-GCN-2,
a fully connected layer is added after the graph convolution layer. The fully connected layer merges the inputs and
outputs of the graph convolution layer. The input to the fully connected layer is the input to the graph convolution layer
concatenated with the output of the graph convolution layer.
In PK-GCN-1, we produce class score si for class i according to the following formula:
5
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1 2 3 4 5
Data Embedding
output
Input Data
Figure 4: Obtain data embedding from the model.
1 2 3 4 5
output
1 2 3 4 5
Class Embedding for Class 5
Class Embeddings for 
All Classes
output
Figure 5: Obtain class embeddings for all classes from the model.
si =
k=n∑
k=1
dkhi(n+k) +
k=n∑
k=1
cikhik (2)
For PK-GCN-2, we add a fully connected layer after the graph convolution layer. This layer merges the original data
and class embeddings and the graph convoluted output together. Let the dimension of the output of the fully connected
layer be 2l. We use the following formula to produce class score si for class i:
si =
k=l∑
k=1
qkqk+l (3)
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Figure 6: Two ways of incorporating the graph convolution layer.
where the output of the fully connected layer is ~q, and its dimension is 2l.
Our method can be summarized into the following steps:
1. Train a base CNN model until convergence. This is stage 1 training.
2. Feed the validation dataset through the CNN model to get the misclassification graph. The graph is weighted
and bidirectional.
3. Extract vector representation of each of the m classes ~c1, ~c2, . . . ~cm from trained model weights. (Figure 5)
4. Obtain vector representations of data d from the last hidden layer outputs. (Figure 4)
5. Add a graph convolution layer to the base CNN model. Node i in the graph is represented by ~xi which is data
representation (from step 4) concatenated with class i representation (from step 5). ~xi = {~d, ~ci}.
6. (PK-GCN-2 Only) Add a fully connected layer after the convolution layer.
7. (PK-GCN-1 Only) Produce class scores using equation 2.
8. (PK-GCN-2 Only) Produce class scores using equation 3.
9. Continue training the model with the new layers until convergence. This is stage 2 training.
4 Experiments and Results
We perform our experiments on MNIST dataset and CIFAR-10. In our experiment, different CNN model size and
different data size is experimented to evaluate how adding class similarity knowledge helps in different circumstances.
4.1 Datasets
The MNIST dataset contains 10 classes of handwritten digits: 0-9. The dataset provides a train-test split, with 60000
training and 10000 testing. The CIFAR-10 [32] dataset contains 60000 color images of size 32X32 in 10 classes: each
class has 6000 images. There are 50000 images for training, and 10000 for testing.
4.2 Baseline
We use a two-stage training method for our models. In stage one training, a base CNN model is used to obtain the
misclassification graph for class similarity. In stage two, a graph convolution layer is added to incorporate class
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similarity knowledge. The baselines for our method are the base CNN models we use in stage one training. We make
sure the baseline and our proposed model are trained for the same number of epochs using the same optimizer.
4.3 Results on Mnist Dataset
We evaluate our method on the MNIST dataset. We experimented with two CNN base models. The first contains 1
convolution layer, the second contains two convolution layers. We also experiment with different train and validation
data sizes. We make sure that the training and validation dataset have a balanced number of data from each class. We
report the accuracy of the baseline and our models on the test dataset, which contains 10000 images.
Table 1 shows the results comparison between our model and the original CNN. When using base model 1, the original
CNN model was trained for 200 epochs. PK-GCN-1 and PK-GCN-2 were trained for 40 epochs in the first training
stage, and 160 epochs in the second.When we use base model 2, the original CNN model was trained for 200 epochs.
PK-GCN-1 and PK-GCN-2 were trained for 80 epochs in the first training stage, and 120 epochs in the second. All
training uses AdaDelta optimizer with the same setup. And all models were trained for the same number of epochs for
fair comparison.
From the table, we can see that our model outperforms the base model by as much as 1.56. And generally, the
improvements are bigger when the amount of available training data is smaller.
Table 1: Accuracy comparison on MNIST of the original CNN model and PK-GCN models with various data sizes. ‘X’
Means no accuracy improvement is observed.
Data size 300| 500| 1000| 1500| 2000| 2500| 3000|
(Train|Validation) 300 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Base model 1: Original CNN 85.30% 88.78% 93.07% 94.42% 95.13% 95.78% 96.26%
1 conv layer
PK-GCN-1 85.74% 89.49% 93.97% 94.90% 95.62% 96.03% 96.32%
(+0.44) (+0.71) (+0.9) (+0.48) (+0.49) (+0.25) (+0.06)
PK-GCN-2 86.28% 89.51% 94.12% 94.94% 95.66% 95.98% 96.50%
(+0.98) (+0.73) (+1.05) (+0.53) (+0.53) (+0.2) (+0.24)
Base model 2 Original CNN 89.67% 92.08% 95.43% 96.00% 97.00% 97.44% 97.70%
2 conv layers
PK-GCN-1 91.16% 93.46% x 96.30% 97.01% 97.46% 97.74%
(+1.49) (+1.38) (+0.30) (+0.01) (+0.02) (+0.04)
PK-GCN-2 91.23% 93.19% x 96.26% x x 97.80%
(+1.56) (+1.11) (+0.26) (+0.10)
4.4 Results on Cifar-10 Dataset
We evaluate our method on the CIFAR-10 dataset. The base model we use is VGG-11. We experiment with various
data sizes and the models are evaluated on a test dataset with 10000 images. Table 2 shows the results comparison
between our model and the original CNN on CIFAR-10. The original CNN model is trained for 300 epochs. PK-GCN-1
and PK-GCN-2 were trained for 100 epochs in the first training stage, and 200 epochs in the second. All training uses
AdaDelta optimizer with the same setup.
When using VGG-11 as the base model, we can see that our model outperforms the baseline by as much as 2.55.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In our work, we define the similarity between classes using the misclassification graph produced on the validation
dataset, and use a graph convolution layer to incorporate that information into training. Experiment results on benchmark
image classification datasets show that incorporating class similarity knowledge can improve multi-class classification
accuracy, especially when the amount of available data is small.
Instead of obtaining the misclassification graph from validation data, rules can be used to define class relations. The
relationships between classes are fuzzy. In the future, we plan to incorporate fuzzy logic [33] [34][35]and rough set
theories [36][37][38] to our work to define class relations. A graph attention [39] layer can also be used in place of the
graph convolution layer. The advantage of graph attention is that we do not need to know the edge information in the
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Table 2: Test accuracy comparison on CIFAR-10 of the original CNN model and PK-GCN models with various data
sizes.
Data size 300| 500| 1000| 1500| 2000| 2500| 3000|
(Train|Validation) 300 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Base model: Original CNN 33.34% 35.51% 44.33% 50.09% 52.81% 56.50% 60.56%
VGG-11
PK-GCN-1 35.37% 36.01% 46.88% 51.16% 53.69% 56.98% 61.04%
(+2.03) (+0.50) (+2.55) (+1.07) (+0.88) (+0.48) (+0.48)
PK-GCN-2 34.93% 37.45% 45.72% 51.21% 53.25% 56.54% 60.82%
(+1.59) (+1.94) (+2.39) (+1.12) (+0.44) (+0.04) (+0.26)
graph. The edges are learned through training. We could potentially study the edges learned by graph attention to see if
they correlate to class similarities.
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